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NeTEx: covers all public transport modes 

(collective and on-demand)
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NeTEx : Examples of scheduled data

➢ Pricing that changes in a known way during the day 

is planned

➢ An "on-demand" service is planned (apart from the 

final decision to trigger and/or serve): virtual lines, 

areas, fare offer, etc.

➢Replacement service can be scheduled

➢An event-based service or pricing (a concert, a 

football match, incidents, etc.) can be planned
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NeTEx: Domains

Network structure: lines, stops, 

zones, connections, etc.

Detailed geography of stops (train 

station, bus stop, carpool area 

etc.) and their platforms, 

structure, equipment, vehicles 

position, etc.
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NeTEx: Domains

Detailed timetables

(arrival and departure 

time) with all days 

where timetable 

applies, the calendars, 

the notes, the 

exceptions, etc.
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NeTEx: Domains

The vehicles (train, wagons, bus, 

school bus, bicycle …) and their 

equipment. 

The points of interest, or places 

that generate 

traffic/displacements (cinema, 

touristic points, city hall, etc.) 

and their address and entrance.
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NeTEx: Domains

The parking areas 

(detailed parking bays plan, 

entrances for vehicles and 

pedestrians, etc.) and 

parking services, their character

istics and pricing.
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NeTEx: Domains

The data and processes of 

operations: time points, vehicle 

services, journey duration, etc.

The tariffs offer : access rights, 

user profiles, sales conditions, 

distribution, prices, etc.
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NeTEx: Domains

The equipments:

escalator, lifts, ticketing 

devices, gates, displays, 

toilets, services, etc

for places and vehicles.
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NeTEx: Domains

Accessibility information and the 

available services

Pedestrians' paths (in stations, 

correspondances, around the 

stops, etc.) and their 

characteristcs
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• The tools and concepts used for information 
systems are different per type of system
NeTEx ensures consistency

Scheduling and production plan

Passenger Information

Rostering, scheduling (timetable, 
vehicle, run times…)

Journey planner, displays, app & 
web sites

NeTEx: Information systems

Mobility needs analysis and transport plan 
definition (Authorities)

Operations

Indicators and statistics

Fare offer and Ticketing

AVMS (Automated Vehicle 
Monitoring System)

Analysis, BI, optimisation

Ticketing systems
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Conceptual data model covering 

all the public transport data domaine

Exchange data format for 

scheduled information

Exchange data format for 

real time information Exchange data format for 

observed information

GTFS
GTFS

RT

GBFS

NeTEx: a consistent ecosystem 

TAP TSI
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NeTEx: a consistent ecosystem
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▪ Data has a life cycle and must be updated regularly... this goes hand in 
hand with the notion of Version

▪ Each data version can have a Validity Period (global to the dataset or 
by object)

▪ It is important to be able to broadcast updates in advance, so that 
the systems have time to take them into account (addition of new stops 
from next week) and propose them in the route calculations

NeTEx: life cycle of data

Data 
statistics

Planned 
data

Planned 
events

Real time 
data

Monitored/hi
storic data

Examples Examples Examples Examples Examples

Road Network
Points of interests

Timetables
Traffic prediction

Road works
Cultural event
Strike

Traffic
Passing times
Incidents

All data 
types

Life cycle 
Very long 

Life cycle
long 

Life cycle
short

Life cycle
Very short

Life cycle
Step

Statistical 
prediction

Statistical prediction
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▪ The unique and permanent Identification is fundamental in 
particular when there are several suppliers: this mechanism is 
specified by NeTEx and its profiles

▪ NeTEx allows to reference objects inside and outside a dataset 
(necessary for a good use of reference data, like stops)

NeTEx: life cycle of data
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NeTEx: exchange format
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▪ A profile makes it possible to focus only on the part of NeTEx
corresponding to a given use case, and to specify the specific rules 
in a territory

• They much smaller document and it is 
usually much easier to star by reading the
profiles

• There a EU and national profiles

▪ Profiles can focus on Stops, Network, 
Timetable, Fare, Parking, Accessibility,
New Mode, etc.

NeTEx: Profiles
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Thank you for your attention

Illustrations https://openclipart.org

https://data4pt-project.eu/
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